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New Representatives 

Acrodyne Corporation 
2750 South Shoshone Street
Suite 310
Englewood, CO 80110
303-783-5448

Colorado, Utah, Idaho*, S. Dakota*, Wyoming, 
Montana*, Nebraska*

 Thurlow-Collins, Inc.
PO Box 952, Chimacum 98325
720 No Name Rd.
Port Ludlow, WA 98365
425-771-5904

Washington, Oregon, Idaho*

 Robert K. Wilson Associates
P.O. Box 90993
18209 Chisholm Trail, Ste. 109
Houston, TX 77060
281-443-1190

Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana

 Separation Solutions
2920 Business One Dr.
Kalamazoo, MI 49006

Small Footprint Leads to Large 
Production Results 
The ThermaJet re-circulating flash dryer produces a completely de-agglomerated dry 
powder in high volumes in record time in a comparatively small work area. The re-
circulating loop design enables difficult to dry materials to be passed through the drying 
zone several times per second without degradation from heat, unlike slower drying 
technologies. With the steadily increasing costs for 
space, utilities and capital equipment, companies need 
to find the most cost effective way to produce high 
quality dried powders in the most compact layout.

Do to the nature of the ThermaJets simplistic and 
compact design using no moving parts, it’s footprint is 
significantly smaller than other types of drying 
technologies including ring drying, fluid bed drying, 
spray drying and rotary dryers. In one instance a 
customer was able to remove their existing spray drying 
system and was able to cut the drying room in size by 
70%. They were then able to use the vacant area for a 
complete tableting operation. The ThermaJet has a 
footprint for a production system of approximately eight 
feet in length by three feet wide. The simplicity of 
moving the product collection system to a different 
elevation than the drying system could assist in giving the ThermaJet an even smaller 
footprint.

Portable R&D and Pilot Scale Jet Mills and Dryers 

If you thought the Fluid Energy 00, 0101 and 0202 Jet-0-Mizer were easy to use in the 
past, wait until you see our newly designed cart systems.  Each system is designed to 
provide a R&D jet-milling system that can efficiently mill and collect your fine powders in 
three batch ranges all in one system.  Each system is capable of maintaining yields in 
excess of 95%. Different collection vessels designed for various batch sizes are easily 
attached to the mill by quick disconnect sanitary clamps.   Available on a purchase or 
rental basis, these mills produce a fine, narrow particle size distribution, consume 
minimal amounts of energy and are easy to feed with a wide variety of materials.  Our 
unique Jet-O-Mizer, jet milling system eliminates troublesome blowback issues found in 
other designed jet mills.  

For more information in reference to the 00 Jet-0-Mizer or other R&D systems, 
please contact your area sales representative .   
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269-344-7360

Michigan

 Burlingame Engineers
1225 David Avenue
Concord, CA 94518
925-943-5200

N. California, Nevada*

 Solids Technology Corp.
4820 North Greentree Drive East
Litchfield Park, AZ 85340
623-935-0188

S. California, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada*

* Only part of the state covered by this 
Representative

 

Fluid Energy Processing and 
Equipment

4300 Bethlehem Pike
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Fluid Energy Web Site  | Click here for more Information  |

If you are having difficulty viewing or printing the Monthly Micron 
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